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This paper presents nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of electron temperature gradient �ETG�
turbulence based on spherical tokamak �ST� parameters. Most significantly the simulations include
the strong toroidal flow and flow shear present in STs that suppress ion-scale turbulence while using
kinetic ions at full mass ratio �mi /me=3600�. The flow shear provides a physical long-wavelength
cutoff mechanism that aids saturation of the simulations, which has previously been demonstrated
to be problematic depending on magnetic shear. As magnetic shear varies widely in STs we
systematically demonstrate saturation and convergence of the ETG simulations with respect to grid
resolution, physical domain size, and boundary conditions. While using reduced ion mass or
adiabatic ions can lessen computational expense they do not always provide reliable results. The
resulting spectra from converged simulations are anisotropic everywhere in contrast to previous
ETG simulations without flow shear. These results have implications for interpreting turbulence
measurements, and represent an important step in determining when and where ETG turbulence is
expected to be relevant in ST plasmas. They are also important in the context of validating
simulations with both experimental transport analysis and turbulence measurements.
© 2011 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3551701�

I. INTRODUCTION

While ion thermal transport in spherical tokamaks �STs�
can approach the level of neoclassical theory, electron
thermal transport is almost always anomalous.1–3 As a con-
sequence of NBI heating, driven toroidal flows generate
significant E�B shear which can largely suppress
low-frequency ion-scale turbulence driven by ion tempera-
ture gradient �ITG� or trapped electron mode �TEM�
instabilities.4,5 In regions of the plasma where sufficient gra-
dients exist, electron temperature gradient �ETG� driven tur-
bulence is a candidate for anomalous transport, although
ETG cannot explain the large transport observed in dis-
charges with flat central Te profiles at higher NBI power.6

Even though the transport spectrum in multiscale turbulence
simulations7,8 is continuous from ion to electron scales, it is
useful to think of ITG/TEM turbulence as that which inhabits
the range k��i�1, and ETG turbulence as dominant for
k��i�1, where k��nq /r. But strictly speaking, ETG turbu-
lence only becomes fully decoupled from the ion dynamics
for much higher wavenumbers, in the range k��e�0.1.8 Note
that �i�60�e for a deuterium plasma. Here, �a=vta /�a

is the gyroradius, vta=�Ta /ma is the thermal velocity,
�a=eaBunit / �mac� is the effective cyclotron frequency �the
cyclotron frequency evaluated at the effective field, Bunit, de-
fined in Ref. 9�, and the subscript a is the species index. To
make connection with previous work, we also define the ion-
sound gyroradius, �s=cs /�a, where cs=�Te /mi, although in
the present work cs=vti. High-k scattering measurements in
NSTX10,11 sometimes exhibit characteristics consistent with

ETG turbulence, often being correlated with the local Te gra-
dient. Because they are driven at high frequencies in the
range vte /a, where a is the plasma minor radius, ETG modes
are not expected to be completely suppressed by E�B shear,
although recent experimental evidence suggests that this is
possible.12 In addition to turbulence measurements, there has
been some limited success in predicting electron temperature
profiles using theory-based transport models13–15 illustrating
that ETG is likely a relevant transport mechanism, at least in
some ST regimes. These two observations lead us to further
pursue physically comprehensive ETG simulations for STs.

Previously, computationally expensive multiscale simu-
lations, using kinetic ions and electrons at reduced mass ra-
tio, 20�	�30, where 	��mi /me, have considered cases
for which transport is dominant at ion scales, with contribu-
tions in the range k��i
1 no more than 7%–15% of the total.
However, this observation is predicated on the existence of
some long-wavelength turbulence, and when the ion scales
are weakly driven,8,16,17 the electron scale contribution can
be significantly larger. Alternatively, strong E�B shear can
reduce the total transport substantially leaving only that from
electron scales.8,16 In the absence of these two effects, it is
not clear that ETG simulations focusing only on electron
scale dynamics are physically relevant. Many reported ETG
simulations utilize perpendicular box sizes large enough to
capture only electron scale dynamics �L�200–800�e, or
equivalently, 3–13�i�. These domain sizes exclude ion-scale
dynamics which require L�48�i for convergence. These
small domain sizes may be reasonable in situations where
strong E�B shear is expected to completely suppress ion-
scale turbulence �e.g., STs or transport barriers�, but it is not
known a priori how the E�B shear influences the electron
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scale dynamics. It was also shown16 that while the small-box
ETG simulations could recover approximately the same level
of transport at electron scales as multiscale simulations, the
resulting fluctuation and transport spectra differed substan-
tially. Therefore the similarity in transport to the more physi-
cally relevant multiscale simulations cannot be assumed to
be a robust result. Even if it the transport were reliably pre-
dicted, physically accurate spectra are desirable for valida-
tion with turbulence diagnostics.11

The adiabatic ion �ETG-ai� approximation is often made
to reduce computational expense �or simply due to the lack
of multiscale simulation capability� when studying ETG
transport. Unfortunately this model can lead to poorly be-
haved results that do not saturate, exhibiting fluctuation spec-
tra that are nearly monochromatic �i.e., not indicative of a
turbulent state�. This model failure has been well
documented8,18–20 for the cyclone base case parameters with
nominal magnetic shear s= �r /q�dq /dr=0.8, with saturation
occurring only for s�0.4. Additional simulations for the cy-
clone base case demonstrated that saturation could be ob-
tained at s=0.8 by using kinetic ions �ETG-ki� or sufficiently
strong E�B shear �ETG-ai-exb�.8 In conjunction with the
ETG-ai saturation problem, it was demonstrated that simula-
tions could falsely asymptote toward saturation when under-
resolved in �k��e�max,

8 whereas increasing the binormal res-
olution recovered the unsaturated state. Similar behavior was
observed in ETG-ai simulations reported for MAST,21 which
appeared to saturate with �k��e�max�0.4 at s=0.29. Longer
runs of these simulations22 found runaway growth in the
transport, developing into a monochromatic spectrum. How-
ever, for these parameters it was found that including E
�B shear or electron pitch angle scattering recovered satu-
ration at the lower binormal resolution. Even in the limit of
well-behaved ETG-ai simulations,18 a binormal resolution of
�k��e�max�1.5 may be required to reach convergence. This is
in contrast to multiscale simulations which converge using
�k��e�max�0.5. We are not aware of convergence in k��e

being demonstrated for physically realistic ETG dominant
simulations �with strong E�B shear�.

It remains critical to demonstrate saturation and conver-
gence with respect to grid resolution for ST-relevant ETG
simulations, specifically in the presence of the experimen-
tally observed strong E�B shear. This is an important step
in determining when and where ETG turbulence is expected
to be relevant in present-day ST plasmas, as well as next-
generation devices. It is also important in the context of
quantitatively validating simulations with both experimental
transport analysis and turbulence measurements. To address
these issues we employ the Eulerian gyrokinetic code
GYRO,23,24 capable of including electromagnetic perturba-
tions, collisions, toroidal flow and flow shear, and profile
variations in equilibrium quantities. Ref. 24 gives in detail
the gyrokinetic equation �Eq. 2.37�, Maxwell equations �Eqs.
2.69–2.71� and the transport coefficients �Eqs. 2.71–2.75�
being solved.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Sec. II we discuss the reference parameters chosen to inves-
tigate saturation and convergence in the presence of E�B
shear. As a consequence of the numerical implementation of

E�B shear in GYRO, we spend significant time verifying
that the chosen BCs do not influence the results. With this
established we demonstrate convergence with grid resolution
through additional simulations. The viability of using adia-
batic ions or reduced ion mass is investigated in Sec. III,
where the influence of E�B shear is also discussed. Some of
the turbulence characteristics of the saturated and converged
simulations are shown in Sec. IV in relation to recently re-
ported high-k turbulence measurements. Conclusions are pre-
sented in Sec. V.

II. SATURATION AND CONVERGENCE

To address the issue of saturation and convergence we
perform a number of simulations using kinetic electrons and
ions at full mass ratio �	=60�. While the MHD equilibrium
in GYRO can generally be specified from a numerically cal-
culated equilibrium,9 the Miller local equilibrium model25

has been utilized for the following simulations. Parameters
are chosen to be representative of the midradius in MAST
discharges with �2 MW of NBI heating �e.g., Ref. 2�:
R /a=1.6, r /a=0.5, =1.5, �=0.2, q=1.4, s=0.8, a /LTe

=a /LTi=3.0, a /Ln=1.0, and Te=Ti. Unless otherwise speci-
fied, both electrons and ions are gyrokinetic. Initial simula-
tions are run in the electrostatic, collisionless limit for com-
putational efficiency as these effects are not expected to
significantly complicate convergence criteria at ETG scales.
While �e=8�neTe /B2 can be relatively large near the mag-
netic axis in MAST ��e�0.1� previous ETG simulations for
midradius parameters21,22 indicate the resulting nonlinear
transport is rather insensitive to the inclusion of EM pertur-
bations, although we have not verified this. Perhaps one of
the biggest assumptions of unknown consequence is the ne-
glect of the nonthermal NBI ions in the gyrokinetic model,
which can account for up to 50% of the total equilibrium
pressure in experiments. Investigating the influence of an
energetic ion species on the ETG turbulence in STs is left for
future work.

We begin using a computational domain square in the
perpendicular dimensions �Lx=Ly =260�e=4.4�i�, with 32 to-
roidal modes and 128 radial grid points, giving �k��e�max

	�kr�e�max	0.75. The resolution in parallel orbit �10 point
per passing orbit� and velocity space �128 points� was previ-
ously shown to be sufficient for convergence of the transport
fluxes to within about 5%–10%.26 The E�B shearing rate,

�E � −
r

q

��0

�r
, �1�

was chosen to be �E=0.9�cs /a�=0.015�vte /a�, where
�0=−c�� /�� is the toroidal rotation frequency, and � is the
�measured� equilibrium radial electric field potential. The
chosen value was found to bring ETG-ai simulations in
agreement with ETG-ki simulations,8 but is larger than val-
ues typically found in �2 MW NBI MAST discharges. The
simulations here are local in that equilibrium density and
temperature profiles, and their corresponding gradients, are
held constant across the radial domain in the same way as
they are in flux-tube simulations. However, due to the linear
radial variation in E�B Doppler frequency, nonperiodic
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boundary conditions �BCs� on fluctuating quantities are re-
quired. Further, to minimize artificial profile relaxation in
nonperiodic simulations, buffer zones of finite width, �b, are
implemented23,24 that damp the axisymmetric components of
the distribution function via an effective sink rate of
�a /cs��b. An “adaptive source”24,27 is not used here as there
is no variation in the equilibrium profiles, similar to the ITG/
TEM simulations in Refs. 4 and 5. For typical ion-scale
simulations, ��b /�s ,a�b /cs�= �8,1� is a good choice to mini-
mize relaxation. However it is unknown a priori what
��b ,�b� combination is required for these electron scale
simulations.

In Fig. 1 we examine the effect of different choices of
buffer parameters. The red curves use ��b /�e ,a�b /cs�
= �16,1� and the black curves use ��b /�e ,a�b /cs�= �64,12�.
Figure 1�a� shows radial profiles of the electron thermal dif-
fusivity time-averaged over the last half of the simulation,
1500� �vte /a�t�3000, Fig. 1�b� shows the time-average of
the flux-surface averaged perturbed temperature moment

�Te�t, and Fig. 1�c� shows the total normalized temperature
gradient

� a

LTe


total
= � a

LTe


eq
+

a

Te,eq
�−

�
�Te�t

�r
 . �2�

The effect of the BCs is clearly seen in all cases, such that
the transport is finite and flat in the interior but approaches
zero at either radial boundary. The red curve in Fig. 1�b�
shows a clear trend of positive �negative� offset on the right
�left� side boundary, and while the average perturbation,

�Te�t /Te,eq�0.4%, is relatively small, Fig. 1�c� shows a sig-
nificant reduction �10%� in the temperature gradient in the
interior of the domain. Thus, the minimal values imple-
mented in the solid curves are clearly insufficient. For the
black curves, the averaged 
�Te�t profile variation is reduced
considerably in the domain interior and �a /LTe�total is within
about 0.3% of the equilibrium value. As a result, the trans-
port has increased �Fig. 1�a��.

Figure 2 shows the time-averaged value of �e versus
�a /LTe�total �averaged over the interior of the domain� for a
number of simulations that independently vary buffer width
��b /�e=16,32,48,64,80;a�b /cs=1� and damping strength
�a�b /cs=1,2 ,4 ,6 ,12,30;�b /�e=64�. When increasing the
buffer width the interior width was fixed at Lx

interior=230�e,
such that the total domain size is increased to keep resolution
fixed at �x=2�e. For the chosen input parameters the trans-
port is insensitive to further increases in ��b /�e ,a�b /cs�
= �64,6�. The vertical lines represent the standard deviation
of �e during the averaging time. As a consequence of the
inherent stiffness, the transport increased almost threefold for
a net increase in total effective driving gradient of roughly
10%. This exercise reiterates how sensitive the resulting
transport can be to perturbations that modify the effective
equilibrium gradients;27 an effect that must be monitored in
all global codes, especially if quantitative comparisons are
required.

While profile relaxation impacts the magnitude of trans-
port, the previous simulations all saturate as expected with
the use of kinetic ions and strong E�B shear with qualita-

tively similar spectral quantities. The transport spectrum in
Fig. 3 �solid black line� exhibits a clear peak at k��e	0.15
�k��s	10� with a corresponding roll-off at high k� antici-
pated in turbulent systems. The influence of the E�B shear
is evident in the suppression of low-k� contributions. This
low-k� roll-off is in contrast to most ETG simulations that
exhibit a pile-up at larger scales when not simultaneously
including ion scales or additional damping mechanisms. A
comparable ETG simulation with E�B shear has recently
been reported using the spectral flux-tube code GS2.22

As a result of the low-k� cut-off provided by E�B
shear, the simulations are converged with respect to box size
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Profiles of �e from local GYRO simulations with
E�B shear �nonperiodic BCs� using different boundary width and damping
strength. �b� Perturbed electron temperature profile �time and flux-surface
averaged�. �c� Total ETG profiles �including perturbations�.
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in both radial and binormal directions. Figure 4 shows that
increasing the interior box size to �Lx ,Ly�= �490,400��e and
�620,530��e yields little change in transport �an 8% reduc-
tion�. The resulting transport spectra exhibits the same
low-k� roll-off and the radial correlation length remains un-
changed �Lx

corr=16�e for C��r=Lx�=1 /e, as discussed
below�, much smaller than the radial domain width
360�Lx /�e�620. It is expected that the required binormal
box size will necessarily increase as the relative strength of
the E�B shear rate decreases and ion-scale turbulence be-
comes more significant, as discussed in detail later. At some
intermediate values of �E, it is unfortunately likely that mul-

tiscale simulations will be required to properly predict the
transport and spectral properties.

Further simulations demonstrate that radial resolution,
�kr�e�max=0.74 is sufficient for convergence, but transport
increases with binormal resolution up to �k��e�max=1.5,
which is equivalent to �k��s�max=88. This is similar to the
ETG-ai benchmark case reported in Ref. 18 although here we
have included both kinetic ions and finite E�B shear which
provides a physical low-k� cut-off mechanism. Figure 3
shows the fractional transport spectra for the reference case
�k��e�max=0.74 �solid black line� and a case with double the
binormal resolution �k��e�max=1.5 �dashed red line�, where
the transport has increased by about 60%, from �e=0.26 to
0.42�s

2cs /a. Increasing resolution another 25% to �k��e�max

=1.9 does not change the transport. The increase occurs
around the peak in the fractional transport spectra and below,
k��e�0.3, while a stronger roll-off occurs in the spectra
above the peak. This is in contrast to previous multiscale
simulations,8,16 driven strongly at ion scales in the absence of
E�B shear, that reach convergence for �k��e�max=0.5.

With the low-k� cutoff provided by strong E�B shear,
the binormal box size can actually be reduced by a factor of
2 to Ly =130�e, �k��e�max=1.5 with no effect on saturation,
also illustrated in Fig. 3 �dashed blue line�. The resulting
quantitatively converged transport for the parameters chosen
here is �e	0.4�s

2cs /a=8�e
2vTe /LTe which is in the range of

experimental observations in both MAST and NSTX.1–3 For
example, at the midradius of MAST H-mode discharge
8500,2 Te	500 eV, B	0.5 T, and �s

2cs /a	7.6 m2 /s so
that �e,sim	3 m2 /s compared to �e,exp	2 m2 /s.

We consider one final effect in this section. The above
simulations were performed including only perpendicular E
�B shear. But in neutral-beam-heated MAST and NSTX
discharges, the strong toroidal rotation, Ma�vtor /cs�1.0,
gives rise to both perpendicular E�B shear, �E, and parallel
flow shear, �P= �qR /r��E. Including the parallel shear pro-
vides an additional linear instability drive �Kelvin-
Helmholtz� evident in the k��s�1 growth rates shown in
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Fig. 5 �Ma=0.6, �P=4.0�cs /a�, �E=0�. This increase is in-
sufficient to overcome the E�B shear rate �dashed line� re-
sponsible for suppression of ion-scale turbulence. Therefore
it is not surprising that the resulting nonlinear ETG simula-
tion �not shown� is unaffected by the inclusion of finite Ma
and �P. This may change at different radii as the strength of
the parallel flow shear is proportional to qR /r.

III. ADIABATIC IONS, REDUCED ION MASS,
AND REDUCED EÃB SHEAR

A. Adiabatic ions

As discussed in the introduction, ETG simulations utiliz-
ing the adiabatic ion model with sufficient E�B shear
�ETG-ai-exb� were capable of reproducing the more realistic
kinetic ion simulations �ETG-ki-exb�, using parameters that
otherwise result in nonphysical transport and spectra.8 These
cheaper simulations motivated the mapping of parametric de-
pendencies �q, s, etc.� of ETG transport in STs with strong
E�B shear.14 Having now systematically demonstrated con-
vergence for the physically relevant ETG-ki-exb simulations,
we revisit adiabatic ion simulations.

Figure 6�a� shows the time trace of electron thermal dif-
fusivity for both ETG-ki-exb and ETG-ai-exb cases using
identical numerical grid and boundary parameters. In the first
half of the simulation, the transport with the adiabatic ion
model is identical to the kinetic ion case, within the standard
deviation of the fluctuations of the time series. Near a time of
30a /cs �1800a /vTe� the transport transitions to smaller val-
ues. Before this transition occurs, the n=0 zonal potential
shows a gradual increase in amplitude �Fig. 6�b�� and con-
tinuously grows through the end of the simulation. The in-
creased zonal potential intensity stems from a dominant
large-wavelength ���150�e� radial mode, leading to an
E�B shear rate vE�n=0�� 	12vte /a localized in the middle of
the simulation domain.

As the potential and �f perturbations are explicitly
coupled via the adiabatic ion response

� d3v�fe = �ne = �ni = − n0
ei��

Ti
, �3�

the interior zonal potential ���n=0� may be influenced by
the damping of �f �n=0� in the boundary regions. However,
increasing the boundary damping dramatically from
�b=12cs /a to 60cs /a �1.0vte /a� does not eliminate the cor-
responding collapse in transport, as shown in Fig. 6. We
remark that the potential response in the ETG-ki-exb simu-
lations always appears to reach temporal stationarity.

This failure of the ETG-ai-exb model to reproduce the
ETG-ki-exb result is different to the lack of saturation ob-
served in Ref. 18 for intermediate values of s, and we have
observed this behavior in a number of ETG-ai-exb simula-
tions using different combinations of box size, resolution,
and buffer parameters. We note that the ETG-ai-exb simula-
tions discussed in Ref. 14 never displayed a transition. In
those simulations, the buffer regions were narrow but
strongly damped ��b=16�e, �b=60cs /a� and the full-radius
adaptive source was enabled even though the simulations
were local.

B. Reduced ion mass

Using smaller mass ratio reduces the number of modes
required to span both ion and electron scales and can there-
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fore reduce computational expense. But this reduction in
separation between �s and �e scales can also lead to non-
physical behavior. When varying 	 in multiscale simulations
without E�B shear16 the total magnitude of �e does not
simply follow either ion gyroBohm ��GBs=�s

2cs /a� or elec-
tron gyroBohm ��GBe=�e

2vte /a=�GBs /	� values. However,
the transport spectra �e /�GBe does become invariant above
k��e
0.1, although in this range its contribution can be rela-
tively small �roughly 7%–15% of the total�.

As strong E�B shear suppresses ion-scale dynamics, it
might be expected that �e /�GBe remains unchanged as ion
mass is reduced. This expectation assumes that the electron
dynamics are unaffected by the E�B shear. However, it is
important to consider that as 	 is varied, the E�B shearing
rate relative to the characteristic ion �cs /a� and electron
�vte /a� rates will change. For instance, if �E�a /cs� is held
fixed, �E�a /vte�=�E�a /cs� /	 will increase with reduced 	. If
�E is sufficiently small in electron units, this relative increase
may have no effect on the resulting electron dynamics. Con-
versely, if �E�a /vte� is held fixed, �E�a /cs�=�E�a /vte�	 will
decrease, reducing the effectiveness of ion-scale suppression
which could significantly alter the overall dynamics.

To clarify the effect of reduced ion mass, we perform
simulations addressing the two scenarios above. The box
sizes are fixed in ion units, �Lx ,Ly�= �6,2.2��i, while main-
taining electron scale resolution with �k��e�max=1.5 and
�kr�e�max=0.74. Note that when scaling 	, the buffer widths
are set to �b=1.0�i with a damping rate of �b=6�cs /a�. Un-
less otherwise noted, the perturbed gradient is less than 1%
of the equilibrium. In the first scenario we maintain constant
�E=0.9�cs /a�, �p= �qR /r��E=4.0�cs /a�, and Ma=0.6. We
find �e /�GBi= �0.448,0.321,0.214� for 	= �60,30,20�.
When measured in electron gyroBohm units, the reduction is
even more dramatic: �e /�GBe= �26.9,9.63,4.28�. Perhaps un-
surprisingly, the reduction in transport is consistent with a
larger E�B shear rate relative to the electron scale growth
rates: �E�a /vte�=�E�a /cs� /	.

Figure 7 shows the fractional �e spectra normalized in
ion units �Fig. 7�a�� and electron units �Fig. 7�b��. The loca-
tion of transport peak does not remain centered at either a
dominant ion or electron wavelength. This is in contrast to
multiscale ITG-ETG simulations8 where the ion scales are
strongly driven in the absence of flow shear, and the trans-
port spectra peak remains fixed around k��s	0.2–0.25 for
	=20,30. The box size was doubled for both 	=20 and 30
to verify convergence, with a small increase in transport of
only 10% and 5%, respectively �thin lines in Fig. 7�.

In this case the 	-scan at fixed �E�a /cs� is analogous to
a scan in �E�a /vte� at constant 	. This becomes apparent
considering that the peak ETG growth rate is �lin,max

	0.11vte /a, while �E=0.9�vTe /a� /	, and therefore
�E /�lin,max	0.14�60 /	�. As 	 is reduced from 60 to 20,
�E /�lin,max varies from roughly 0.14 to 0.42, and �e /�GBe

from 27 to 4.3. This is similar to separate GS2 ETG-ai simu-
lations �using different parameters� that demonstrated com-
plete suppression of transport for �E /�lin,max some-
where between 0.5 and 1.2.22 These simulations illustrate

that ETG transport is susceptible to suppression via E�B
shear, consistent with indications from recent turbulence
measurements.12

To address the second scenario, an additional simulation
was run for 	=30 using �E�a /vte�=0.015, or equivalently,
�E�a /cs�=0.45�. The resulting �e is 0.934�GBi—about twice
as large as the 	=60 simulation but nearly identical in elec-
tron gyroBohm units: 28�GBe. The fractional transport spec-
tra �in electron units� in Fig. 8 shows that the 	=30 simula-
tion �two box sizes� reproduces the electron thermal
transport. These simulations with strong E�B shear relative
to the ion dynamics demonstrate the same 	-independent
behavior for k��e
0.1 as seen in the multiscale simulations
with strongly driven ion-scale transport.

C. Reduced EÃB shear

The level of E�B shear used in the above simulations
was chosen to match the simulations in Ref. 8 where ETG-ai
were converged with ETG-ki results for the Cyclone base
case parameters. This value, �E=0.45�cs /a� at 	=30, is at
the upper limit of experimental observations in MAST
and NSTX. An additional simulation was carried out with
�E=0.3�cs /a� at 	=30. The transport starts out larger than at
�E=0.45�cs /a� �Fig. 9�a��, as would be expected, but drops
to much smaller values at later times. This is correlated with
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an increase in the zonal potential intensity, as shown in
Fig. 9�b�. An additional simulation at �E=0 shows a transi-
tion that occurs much earlier on, and when using periodic
BCs, actually takes the appearance of an initial transient of-

ten seen in simulations. For these reduced values of �E the
box size is no longer large enough to capture physically rel-
evant larger-scale ion dynamics.

IV. TURBULENCE CHARACTERISTICS

Lastly we discuss the corresponding turbulence charac-
teristics of the ETG simulations relevant for STs. The fluc-
tuation spectra are converged with respect to box size be-
cause of the large E�B shear and should therefore by
representative of physical spectra which can be used for
comparison with diagnostic turbulence measurements.

Shown in Fig. 10�a� is a two-dimensional �2D� snapshot
of the instantaneous density fluctuations from the simulation
in Sec. II. The perturbations are tilted in the presence of the
E�B shear flow and appear to be extended in this tilted
direction. This radially elongated structure, often referred to
as a “streamer,”28 is a remnant of the underlying linear insta-
bility that aligns itself so as to maximize transport. This
elongated structure does not usually remain in analogous
ITG nonlinear simulations because of the relatively stronger
zonal flows that develop nonlinearly and isotropize the
turbulence.29

The average eddy structure is evident in the perpendicu-
lar correlation function. Figure 10�b� shows the 1 /e contour
of the 2D correlation function, C��x ,�y�=1 /e, at the out-
board midplane. The corresponding radial and binormal cor-
relation lengths �at the 1 /e points� taken along the axes are
Lx	16�e and Ly 	6�e, and the correlation length along the
titled axis ��200� is L�	23�e. These characteristic lengths
are much smaller than the computational domain size,
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Lx�Ly =360�260�e, consistent with convergence in box
size, and are also shorter than the appearance of the instan-
taneous eddy structures in Fig. 10�a�.

While not unique from the correlation function, it is use-
ful to inspect the 2D power spectra as turbulence diagnostics
often measure quantities most directly related to this. Figure
11 shows the electron density power spectra �at the outboard
midplane� corresponding to the correlation function in Fig.
10. When k��e�0.2, the anisotropy characteristic of the ra-
dially elongated eddies in the ETG turbulence is apparent.
Specifically, the strongest fluctuations occur for k��e	0.15
and kr�e	0.05. Surprisingly at higher wavenumbers,
k��e
0.2, the spectrum remains anisotropic, in contrast to
the spectra reported in previous ETG simulations without
E�B shear.16,18

The influence of the E�B shear is evident as the spec-
trum peak shifts to finite kr at increasing k�, roughly analo-
gous to the tilted correlation function. This is illustrated by
the mean value of 
kr� calculated using the simulated power
spectra at each k�. This shift in 
kr� roughly follows
k� ·�E /��T, where ��T is the inverse correlation time of a
given k� mode determined from the spectral width of the
k�-� spectra at each k�.

The anisotropy exhibited across all scales in the simu-
lated 2D ETG spectra has implications for the interpretation
of turbulence diagnostics. For instance, the recently reported
high-k scattering measurements on NSTX observe perpen-

dicular wavenumbers kr /k� in the range of 9 to 10.11 Figure
12 shows one-dimensional �1D� k� spectra determined by
interpolating from the 2D spectra in Fig. 11 at fixed ratios of
kr /k�=−9 and 0. In the range of measurable wavenumbers
�0.1–0.4�11 the 1D spectra exhibit different relative shapes
with a strong spectral decay �k�

−� with �	3.5� apparent in
the case of kr /k�=−9. In contrast to this, a local peak at
k��e=0.2 is observed for kr /k�=0 which corresponds to the
region in k��e where transport dominates �see Fig. 3�. In
addition, the spectral intensity is up to two orders of magni-
tude larger for the case of kr /k�=0.

The level of anisotropy and the location of the spectrum
peak �kr ,k��peak may change depending on the strength of
E�B shear, which could be altered by varying the toroidal
momentum injection �using different combinations of heat-
ing sources� or braking the plasma with applied magnetic
field perturbations.30 Ultimately, synthetic diagnostics31 must
be applied to these simulations to make a direct comparison
with measurements and to determine whether the above an-
isotropy is smoothed out by the instrument function of a
particular diagnostic.

V. SUMMARY

ETG turbulence remains a plausible explanation for
anomalous electron thermal transport in at least some spheri-
cal tokamak experiments. As such, nonlinear ETG simula-
tions specifically relevant to STs are required for validation
with experimental transport analysis, turbulence measure-
ments, and reduced transport models. For neutral-beam-
heated plasmas with large toroidal flow, these simulations
must include the strong E�B shear to provide a physical
long-wavelength cutoff that exists experimentally. In the ab-
sence of such a cutoff, multiscale simulations are required to
obtain convergence with computational domain size.
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In this paper we have presented a number of nonlinear
ETG simulations using reference ST parameters that include
E�B shear and kinetic ions to obtain well-behaved saturated
results. Convergence with respect to BCs, numerical reso-
lution and physical domain size was demonstrated. The re-
sulting predicted transport is significant �roughly 0.4�s

2cs /a�
and well within the range of experimental observations in
both MAST and NSTX.

In the presence of strong E�B shear the computation-
ally cheaper adiabatic ion model was found to be unreliable,
although its mode of failure differs from that observed in
ETG-ai simulations in the absence of E�B shear. When
using reduced mass ratio, the influence of E�B shear de-
pends on whether it is held constant with respect to ion or
electron time scales. In the reference case at large �E, the
resulting transport in electron units ��e /�GBe� is unchanged if
�E�a /vte�=�E�a /cs�	 �or equivalently, �E /�lin� is held fixed.
On the other hand, if �E�a /cs� is held fixed, �E /�lin increases
and the resulting transport is reduced, demonstrating that
ETG turbulence is indeed susceptible to suppression via
sheared E�B flows.

Finally, electron scale turbulence characteristics were
presented for the converged simulations. Elongated eddy
structures are observed but are tilted in the sheared flow
field. The corresponding intensity spectra is anisotropic
across all simulated length scales �kr ,k�� which must be ac-
counted for when interpreting turbulence measurements in
this wavenumber range.
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